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Outcomes
Participants will:
• Review ethical/scholarly foundations for student 

privacy and learning analytics (LA)
• Explore the OK State Library’s journey to incorporating 

LA 
• Take home bite-sized steps for ethically incorporating 

LA locally

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this session, we hope to bring you into the conversation around collecting and using learning analytics in library teaching and learning practices. To do this, we’ll couch learning analytics within the scholarly and ethical conversation around student data privacy. We’ll also talk about the path we took to ethically collect and use learning analytics while protecting and honoring student data privacy, and we’ll provide guidance for those of you who want to do the same within your local library teaching and learning team.



Framing LA & Student Data 
Privacy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll start by framing our conversation with learning analytics and student data privacy so we have a shared understanding of how we’re using terminology and why. 



Learning Analytics (LA)
Definition1

● Data about learners & 
learning environments

● Used to understand/ 
optimize learning

1 1st International Conference on Learning Analytics and Knowledge, 2011

LA & Instruction2

● Inform pedagogy & 
design

● Continuously improve 
effectiveness

● Show efficacy of 
instructional programs 
& initiatives
2 Liu, M., Pan, Z., Li, C., Han, S., Shi, Y., & Pan, X. (2021)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While there’s no one accepted definition for learning analytics, we’re using the definition provided by the 2011 Learning Analytics and Knowledge conference. With learning analytics, we’re referring to data about learners and their learning environments that we use to understand and optimize their learning experiences.1 This type of data can run the gamut, but it’s typically data that students produce while in a learning environment, or outside feedback or information that’s provided about learners or the learning environment. It’s generally accepted that learning analytics can be incredibly beneficial for instructional practices. They can help us shape our teaching and learning practices as well as inform learning design. It can also help us improve teaching and learning over time, and tell us whether our teaching and learning is achieving its objectives.2 References1 First International Conference on Learning Analytics and Knowledge 2011 (2010, July 22). Learning analytics & knowledge: February 27–March 1, 2011. https://tekri.athabascau.ca/analytics/ 2 Liu, M., Pan, Z., Li, C., Han, S., Shi, Y., & Pan, X. (2021). Using learning analytics to support teaching and learning in higher education: A systematic focused review of journal publications from 2016 to present. International Journal on E-Learning, (20)1, 137-169. https://www.learntechlib.org/primary/p/218376/



The Dark Side of LA & Student Privacy

Inadequate FERPA 
+ lack of required data safety practices 

+ ethical debates 
+ powerless students

= STUDENT HARM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While there are many documented cases of learning analytics being used to benefit students and further their interests, there are also many instances of it harming students.FERPA protects students to a certain degree, but there’s a ton of leeway and loopholes that allow people and companies to use student data in myriad ways, a lot of ways we haven’t even anticipated yet. When you combine that with lack of legally required and regulated data practices for protecting student data, with ethical grey areas and scholarly debates over student data privacy, all while students are powerless to object or make their own data decisions — we’re putting students at great risk for harm, and especially so when it comes to students from marginalized groups.



Potential for Student Harm
• Data breaches
• Digital redlining & targeting 

marginalized students
• Bias

• Commodifying data
• Accessing/using data 

students aren’t properly 
made aware of

“...we have confused surveillance for care. …When you work for...an 
institution that collects or trades data, you’re making it easy to 
surveil people and the stakes are high. They’re always high for the 
most vulnerable.”

-Audrey Watters, 2017, Ed-Tech in a Time of Trump

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sadly, student data practices are never neutral or without the potential for harm, and there are numerous documented cases of students being harmed by data collection and use. Data breaches, digital redlining (or using data against marginalized students or specific populations), bias in algorithms and decision-making based off data, companies profiting off of student data, and even the use of student data without student knowledge. All of this can happen while institutions are fully in compliance with the lawWatters warns us that learning analytics can easily turn into student surveillance and harm. She emphasizes that, “...we have confused surveillance for care,” and we’re “making it easy to surveil people and the stakes are high. They’re always high for the most vulnerable.”Watters, A. (2017, February 2). Ed-tech in a time of Trump. Hack Education. http://hackeducation.com/2017/02/02/ed-tech-and-trump



LA in Practice: The Ethics of 
Student Data Privacy
& why we should care

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That means that any conversation, decision, policy, or action regarding student data cannot be separated from student privacy and student safety. Any time student data is involved in any way, special care must be taken. So let’s talk about what ethical student data privacy looks like in practice. 



LA & Ethics
Yes, students DO 
care about data 
privacy1 and we 
should, too.

1 Jones, Perry, Goben, Asher, Briney, Robertshaw, & Salo. (2019). 

Challenge:
•“to recognize and deconstruct 

our perspectives on the 
relationship of data to our 
understanding of student 

learning.” 
-Amy Collier, 2017, Digital sanctuary: Protection and refuge on the web?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Contrary to popular belief, yes, students DO care about their data privacy, and we should, too. Collier challenges us “to recognize and deconstruct our perspectives on the relationship of data to our understanding of student learning.” So this is exactly what we, on the teaching and learning team, did. ReferencesCollier, A. (2017a). Digital sanctuary: Protection and refuge on the web? EDUCAUSEreview, September/October 2017, 56-57. https://er.educause.edu/articles/2017/8/digital-sanctuary-protection-and-refuge-on-the-webJones, K. M. L., Perry, M. R., Goben, A., Asher, A., Briney, K. A., Robertshaw, M. B., & Salo, D. (2019, April 10–13). In their own words: Student perspectives on privacy and library participation in learning analytics initiatives [Paper presentation]. ACRL 2019, Cleveland, OH, United States. http://www.ala.org/acrl/sites/ala.org.acrl/files/content/conferences/confsandpreconfs/2019/InTheirOwnWords.pdf



Deconstructing & Reconstructing LA
How we (Library Teaching & Learning) did this: 
1. Delineated our values 
2. Formed a scholarly, ethical understanding of student 

data privacy
3. Identified paradigms for ethical collection/use of 

student data 
4. Created our data privacy framework
5. Asked students to shape it

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a team, we took apart our beliefs about learning analytics and student data privacy and then rebuilt them.We did this over time and with lots of reading and listening. We’ll go through each step in the following slides, but in a nutshell, we started by figuring out what our values were as a team, as educators, and as librarians. Then, we jumped into the scholarly conversation around learning analytics, student data privacy, and ethics. This led us to many exemplars of ethical frameworks, principles, and codes of practice for using student data which eventually helped us create our own data privacy framework for our Teaching and Learning team. A big part of creating this framework was incorporating student voice. 



#1
Delineating 
Our Values

• Ethics of Care
• Liberatory & critical 

practice
• Open pedagogy
• “Digital sanctuaries” 1

1 Collier, A. (2017). Digital sanctuary: Protection and refuge on the web?

See notes section for further readings. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first step was to articulate the values that inform our practice. A lot of times, these values are already included in your mission or vision statement. For us, there were several things that we valued as a team and that we regularly talked about and incorporated into our teaching and learning practice. As a team, we seek to always prioritize student needs and welfare. Through our teaching and learning, we aim to identify, question, and combat oppressive practices, to restore and protect equity, and to assist students in doing the same. We seek to incorporate student voice and experiences and to shape our practice with it. As Collier put it, we want to provide “digital sanctuaries,” or digital environments that honor students and prioritize their safety and allow them to also feel safe. Collier, A. (2017a). Digital sanctuary: Protection and refuge on the web? EDUCAUSEreview, September/October 2017, 56-57. https://er.educause.edu/articles/2017/8/digital-sanctuary-protection-and-refuge-on-the-web For further readings: Collier, A. (2017b, March 3). “It should be necessary to start”: Critical digital pedagogy in troubled political times. The Red Pin Cushion blog. http://redpincushion.us/blog/i-cant-categorize-this/it-should-be-necessary-to-start-critical-digital-pedagogy-in-troubled-political-times/Cronin, C. (2017). Openness and praxis: Exploring the use of open educational practices in higher education. International Review of Research in Open and Distributed Learning, 18(5). https://doi.org/10.19173/irrodl.v18i5.3096 Freire, P. (2018). Pedagogy of the Oppressed (4th edition; M. Bergman Ramos, Trans.). New York: Bloomsbury Academic.hooks, b. (1994). Teaching to transgress. Routledge.Luetkenhaus, H., Colquhoun, C., & Upson, M. (2019). No such thing as neutral: Rethinking undergraduate instruction and outreach in a time of “post-truth.” In A. Baer, E. Stern Cahoy, & R. Schroeder (Eds.), Libraries promoting reflective dialogue in a time of political polarization (pp. 339–360). ACRL. https://librariesdialogue.wordpress.com/table-of-contents/ Motta, S.C. & Bennett, A. (2018). Pedagogies of care, care-full epistemological practice and “other” caring subjectivities in enabling education. Teaching in Higher Education, 23(5), 631–646. https://doi.org/10.1080/13562517.2018.1465911 Prinsloo, P., & Slade, S. (2017).  Big data, higher education and learning analytics: Beyond justice, towards an ethics of care.In B. K. Daniel (Ed.), Big data and learning analytics in higher education (pp. 109-124). Springer International Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-06520-5_8 ZEMOS98. (2019). Pedagogy of care. Open paper. http://archive.org/details/CareOpenPaperZEMOS98



#2
Setting an 

Ethical, 
Scholarly 

Stance

Prioritizing student data privacy to... 
• Protect students
• Respect student autonomy
• Return power to students/ establish 

equity
• Protect students’ intellectual 

freedom
• Build trust between students and 

Library
• Enable student data privacy literacy 

See notes section for selected readings.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Exploring the scholarly conversation surrounding the ethics of student data and privacy could take up many days worth of sessions on its own, so instead we’re listing the key points of our ethical stance on student data privacy, which we formed from scholarship. We’ve included further readings with the PowerPoint to introduce you to this conversation. But, in a nutshell, we believe that student data privacy should be prioritized to protect students from harm, respect their autonomy, empower them and establish equity, provide protections for their intellectual freedom, build a trust relationship between students and the library, and as part of our specific duties as librarians, to enable students’ literacy with data privacy.  Further Readings:Asher, A., Briney, K., Gardner, G., Hinchliffe, L., Levernier, J., Nowviskie, B., Salo, D., & Shorish, Y. (2018). Ethics in research use of library patron data: Glossary and explainer. Digital Library Federation, Technologies of Surveillance Group. https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/XFKZ6 Jones, K. M. L., Briney, K. A., Goben, A., Salo, D., Asher, A., & Perry, M. R. (2020). A comprehensive primer to library learning analytics practices, initiatives, and privacy issues. College & Research Libraries, 81(3), 570–591. https://doi.org/10.5860/crl.81.3.570 Jones, K. M. L., & Salo, D. (2018). Learning analytics and the academic library: Professional ethics commitments at a crossroads. College & Research Libraries, 79(3). 304–323. https://doi.org/10.5860/crl.79.3.304 Rubel, A., & Jones, K. M. L. (2016). Student privacy in learning analytics: An information ethics perspective. The Information Society, 32(2), 143–159. https://doi.org/10.1080/01972243.2016.1130502 Slade, S., & Tait, A. (2019). Global guidelines: Ethics in learning analytics. International Council for Open and Distance Education. https://www.learntechlib.org/p/208251/



#2, 
con’t
OER: An 

Added Layer 
of Ethics

free & reduced cost 
materials 

≠ 
data commodification

See notes section for selected readings.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When it comes to open educational resources, there’s an additional layer of ethical complexity. With OER, we strive to reduce financial barriers to education by offering free and reduced-cost educational materials. In the real world, however, “free” often equates to commodification of students’ data in exchange for a product. In offering OER, we commit to doing so without such an exchange of goods because we believe OER is a public good and OER data shouldn’t be commodified.



#3
Deciphering 

paradigms for 
practice

Frameworks for Ethical LA Use
• The Open University: Ethical Use of Student 

Data for Learning Analytics
• The JISC Code of Practice for Learning Analytics
• NISO Consensus Principles on User’s Digital 

Privacy in Library, Publisher, and Software-
Provider Systems

• Stanford CAROL & Ithaka S+R Project of 
Responsible Use of Student Data in Higher 
Education

• UC Berkeley’s Learning Data Principles
• University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa: Resolution 

Supporting Learning Data Privacy Principles and 
Practices

See notes section for selected readings.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We mentioned earlier the lack of standards and standardized practices for student data use. In response to that, a number of institutions and organizations have sought to create ethical frameworks for using student data. These frameworks are each centered around core principles that set parameters for data collection and use. We’ve included here a short list of frameworks that influenced our practice, specifically the privacy framework we eventually drafted.ReferencesOpen University. (n.d.). Student Policies and Regulations. Ethical use of student data for learning analytics. Retrieved from https://help.open.ac.uk/documents/policies/ethical-use-of-student-data Sclater, N. & Bailey, P. (2018). Code of practice for learning analytics [Guide]. Jisc. Retrieved from https://www.jisc.ac.uk/guides/code-of-practice-for-learning-analytics National Information Standards Organization (NISO). (2015). NISO consensus principles on user’s digital privacy in library, publisher, and software-provider systems. Retrieved from NISO Standards and Publications website: https://www.niso.org/publications/privacy-principles Kurzweil, M. & Stevens, M. (2018). Setting the table: Responsible use of student data in higher education. Educause Review, May/June 2018, 17-24. https://er.educause.edu/articles/2018/5/setting-the-table-responsible-use-of-student-data-in-higher-educationUC Berkeley. (n.d.). Learning data principles. https://rtl.berkeley.edu/learning-data-principles University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa. (2018, November 14). Resolution Supporting Learning Data Privacy Principles and Practices. Mānoa Faculty Senate. https://www.hawaii.edu/uhmfs/issues/resolution-supporting-learning-data-privacy-principles-and-practices/  Further Reading: Bettinger, E., Burnett, M., Shorish, Y., & Walker, P. (2019). Advocacy action plan. Digital Library Federation, Technologies of Surveillance Group. https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/J5K8S 



#3, 
con’t

Deciphering 
paradigms for 

practice

“Information Fiduciary” Principles
Ethical onus to only collect/use data 
to:  
• Directly benefit students & their 

educational experiences
• Support University & Library 

mission, vision, and goals
• Honor & protect students’ 

intellectual freedom
• Create & uphold trust between 

students & the Library
Balkin, J. M. (2016)
Jones, K. M. L., Rubel, A., & LeClere, E. (2020). 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One specific concept significantly influenced the ethical parameters we chose to set for our privacy practice.The concept of “information fiduciaries” was introduced by Balkin and then specified for higher education institutions by Jones, Rubel and LeClere.We used this concept as a checklist of data use parameters for ourselves to make sure we only collect data that Directly benefits studentsSupports our institutional mission, vision, and goalsRespects students’ intellectual freedom And advances a trust bond between us and students. ReferencesBalkin, J. M. (2016). Information fiduciaries and the First Amendment. UC Davis Law Review, 49(4), 1183-1234. https://lawreview.law.ucdavis.edu/issues/49/4/Lecture/49-4_Balkin.pdf Jones, K. M. L., Rubel, A., & LeClere, E. (2020). A matter of trust: Higher education institutions as information fiduciaries in an age of educational data mining and learning analytics. Journal of the Association for Information Science and Technology, 71(1), 1227–1241. https://doi.org/10.1002/asi.24327



The Teaching & Learning 
Privacy Framework
The tangible product of our values, ethics, & paradigms of practice. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once we had our values and ethics set, and we had various paradigms of practice to look to as exemplars, we created our own privacy framework to guide our use of learning analytics. 



Core Principles
• T&L’s 5 core principles 

for student data use
• Based on our values, 

ethics, & paradigms
• Each explains 

parameters of data 
collection/use

1. Responsibility
2. Transparency
3. Privacy & Consent
4. Confidentiality & 

Security
5. Access

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We selected 5 core principles as a basis for our privacy framework: Responsibility, transparency, privacy & consent, confidentiality & security, and access. We felt these principles best captured our values and ethics, as well as the paradigms we valued. Each principle lays out our specific parameters and practices for data collection, use, analysis, and storage, as well as the choices students have with their data.



Using LA According to 5 Principles
• All LA must fit within our 5 core principles of use
• Current LA

• LA audit: 
• Where/how/why do we currently collect/use LA?
• Changes needed? 

• Future LA
• Must adhere to data collection objective parameters
• Must adhere to 5 core principles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using the foundation we set and the parameters we drafted, our team set a culture of only collecting data for the purposes of informing learning design and improvement, to show the efficacy of resources or programs, or to provide information to instructors of record that we are working with. Whenever we encounter even the possibility of learning analytics, we always first define the objective of its use. We make sure that all learning analytics, including both the data we were collecting before the privacy framework and any future data we wish to collect, conform to our 5 core principles of use. After we formed our privacy framework, we conducted an audit of any and all learning analytics we were already collecting and using. Based on our privacy framework, we made adjustments as needed so that it was in line with our principles and objectives. As we go forward and encounter new opportunities for learning analytics, we’ll first define our parameters and then ensure that fits into and follows our privacy framework.



Student Voice
• Students reviewed, offered feedback, & suggested 

edits 
• How students shaped it:

• Removed jargon words 
• > student-friendly language
• Clarification & reframing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Incorporating student voice is one of our foundational values and practices, and so we asked students to provide feedback on the privacy framework. Holly teaches a 3-credit critical information literacy course and was able to add this in as an activity while teaching on data privacy. We received amazing feedback from students, and they helped us shape it by getting rid of jargon and making sure it was geared toward students, as well as helping us clarify and reframe items that were confusing. We also received a lot of feedback from students about how happy they were that the Library was doing this. 



Pitfalls
Complications 
experienced 
during our 
deconstructing/ 
reconstructing 
process

• Time
• LA outside your direct control
• Buy-in beyond our team
• Falling under institutional privacy 

policy umbrella
• Google & Amazon are 

everywhere

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What would a project be without complications? If you’re thinking of taking this on, we want to share some of the pitfalls we encountered so you’re aware of them before you start. Becoming comfortable with the depth and breadth of student data privacy requires a lot of dedicated time for learning and planning. We ran into some snags with learning analytics that were either shared or controlled across teams, or those that come from commercial vendors. While our team was fully onboard with our new methods, we encountered some resistance from some stakeholders who don’t yet share our values and ethics. OKState has its own legally-binding privacy policy that we automatically fall under so we can’t escape their parameters, no matter the parameters we set for ourselves. And lastly, it’s hard to escape Google & Amazon; they are everywhere. Whenever possible, we made sure to share opt-out information with students. 



Creating Your Own LA/ 
Student Data Privacy 
Guidelines

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, we’ll quickly go through some bite-sized steps you can take over time to create your own guidelines for learning analytics use and student data privacy. 



Drafting Your Own Guidelines
1. Identify in-house expertise/abilities/curious people. 
2. Articulate your values.
3. Wade into the scholarly conversation of LA/student 

data privacy ethics. 
4. Review ethical paradigms (frameworks, principles, 

etc.) for student data use. 
5. Set broad objectives and firm parameters.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The steps we’ve listed here are a summary of the steps we shared that we took throughout our journey, but with a few key items added in. It’s incredibly helpful if you first form a team or committee of people who are either experts in this area or who are simply curious about student data privacy. Then, figure out what your values are as a group. Become familiar with the scholarly conversation surrounding learning analytics and student data privacy and ethics......and look through the exemplar paradigms that already exist to get ideas. Start drafting your own framework by setting high-level objectives and parameters you wish to follow. 



Drafting Your Own Guidelines (con’t)

6. Delineate your own core principles/framework.
7. Add new/current LA to framework; edit current 

practices as needed. 
• Rule of thumb: Decide desired info & objectives it 

meets. Decide exact data needed to generate that info. 
8. Incorporate student voice! 
9. (optional) Run it past legal 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pick out and draft your own core principles and form it into a privacy framework. Absolutely feel free to base it off of the exemplars that are already out there.Start adding and editing your current learning analytics as well as any new learning analytics that comes along. As a rule of thumb when adding any new learning analytics, figure out first exactly what information you want to find out and the objectives that information meets. Then, decide the exact data you’ll need in order to get your information. Limiting data to objectives like this helps protect students! Students are ultimately the ones who can benefit or be harmed by data practices, so incorporate their voice and experiences! And lastly, this is optional, but if it’s feasible and safe for you to do so, it’s always a good idea to run your privacy framework past legal to make sure everything is on the up and up. We’d like to note that this doesn’t have to be an exactly linear process. As you spend more time in the world of student data privacy, you may want to go back revise some parts, and that’s okay!



Thank you for joining us!
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